New “Just Stop Now” Smoking Cessation Program
More than 70% of smokers want to quit smoking. Despite their efforts, only a few of these smokers will be able to quit smoking
on their own because of the addictiveness of nicotine, plus the other highly addictive items they include in the mix. Many
smokers go through the drawn-out, difficult process of withdrawal multiple times because they cannot overcome their cigarette
cravings and begin to smoke again.
In the past few decades, we have become increasingly aware of the dangers of smoking. There is now strong anti-smoking
movement and more help is available for people trying to quit smoking. Though prescription drugs have been largely
unsuccessful, there are natural options available to help quit smoking.
Just Stop Now oral spray is a very effective and innovative cessation aid designed to help smokers give up smoking safely and
naturally. The new spray is the same as our previous product but has significant improvements including our exclusive BioLight
enhancements.
Exclusive BioLight Technology included in the enhanced Just Stop Now – BioPhonton Balancing Factors ( BBF)
We are living, thinking, feeling, Beings. Every thought, emotion, vibration, or action leads to a series of chemical changes in the
body. We know that addictions are rooted in not only physical needs but also in emotional and mental imbalances. When
treating symptoms on a biochemical level alone, there is seldom a lasting effect. Relapse will often occur. Quitting smoking
involves resolving the social, emotional, mental, spiritual, and energetic patterns which caused the addiction in the first place. If
these issues are not dealt with, they have a tendency to re-manifest in the physical body and relapse occurs.
Just Stop Now addresses all these faucets. This unique product combines the best of standard herbal and homeopathic remedy
concepts with Flower Essences, Gemstone Essences, and the exclusive BioLight Imprinting process to supply support to every
organ, gland, cell, and system of the body. This propriety process supports both the physical and emotional aspects.
Nutrients
We have the highest standards in the selection on the source of are ingredients. Whole food base nutrients and ingredients are
carefully selected with our chosen suppliers. All the ingredients are micronized into tiny particles to become highly bio available,
absorbed sublingually directly through the lymphatic system into the blood and to your cells bypassing the digestive system.
Sublingual absorption increases usable dosage by 60-80%. Functional nutrients can reach your cells within 20 minutes or less.
Flower Essences & Gem Stone Essences
Flower/Gem Stone essences are added to the base of the formulations to aid in psychological support.
Induction Laser
Induction laser frequencies are added to the “proprietary” base of our formulations to include ample amounts of support
information that our body’s nervous system and cells need to function and heal correctly.
Vibrational Frequency Platforms
At the core of all of our products are “vibrational platforms” that allow all nutrients to align with our body’s cells at physical and
energetic levels. This process allows for the utilization of all physical substance and information, without harmful side effects.
This is our proprietary BioPhonton Balancing Factors ( BBF).
Additional Support (Optional)
1. Auricular Ear Magnet-worn daily can help produce endorphins to support curb cravings & bring relaxation & calm.
See the QSG & Patient instruction sheet for more information.
2. Hypnosis audio link – Patients download & listen to it daily before bed. Find Link on the Dr.’s website and on the QSG.
“Quitting smoking has never been easy, but it doesn’t have to be hard”

